Evaluation of Novel FAIMS Technology for Intact Protein Detection and Characterization by Infusion
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: A novel FAIMS (High Field Asymmetric waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry) technology was evaluated to determine if it provided benefits for improved intact protein detection by infusion-MS.

METHODS: A novel FAIMS device was combined with a TriVersa NanoMate™ source, with a Tribrid™ mass spectrometer, and protein samples ranging from simple mixtures to complex cell lysates were evaluated by infusion at nanoflow rates.

RESULTS: FAIMS improved intact protein detection by infusion-based MS techniques by separating discrete CV during the 9 minute method. Overall, more proteins were detected with FAIMS than when FAIMS voltages were off, or with FAIMS voltages on and the corresponding CV at which it was operated.

CONCLUSIONS: • FAIMS improves intact protein detection in cell lysates when compared to no FAIMS for infusion-MS. • FAIMS can be used to minimize sample prep steps.
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